#1
Get Educated!

EDUCATION

Although we are not a ‘program’ and say we are ‘unbiased,’ we believe that reducing overall costs and building awareness of the need for more affordable child care, regardless of need, is an important step in creating a sustainable future for our children and the economy.

YOU CAN'T GROW WITHOUT IT

#2
Private
Public

PARTNERSHIPS

Programs, with staff and site owners, are based in the community and reflect a variety of strategies to support your family. We also encourage the development and advancement of innovative, creative and effective educational strategies.

THE MAINSTREAM COUNCIL OF OUR TIMES: INVEST IN OUR PEOPLE

#3
Coordination

PROGRAMS

We continue to support TV programs in communities and associations by taking a multi-faceted approach to solving the problem of teen pregnancy, reducing abortions, and promoting healthy lifestyles.

FINALLY, THE MISSING PIECE TO THE PUZZLE

#4
Invest
ROI

FUND DEVELOPMENT

The #1MOMM campaign is an online digital-first campaign designed to create awareness and support for the movement. We encourage you to get involved and support your cause.

WE'RE BREAKING THE CYCLE!

#5
Invest
ROI

INCENTIVES

Making more resources are the key to changing the health of a young mother. By taking care of the mother, we are protecting the child. This is the only way to make it possible for you.

PROTECTING OUR MOPS: PROTECTS OUR CHILDREN AND CREATES OUR FUTURE

#6
News

TECHNOLOGY

The #1MOMM campaign is an online digital-first campaign designed to create awareness and support for the movement. We encourage you to get involved and support your cause.

WE'RE BREAKING THE CYCLE!

#7
Engaging residents across various housing choices and communities, the #1MOMM campaign is helping to bring affordable, modern, and creative solutions to today's urban needs.

IT’S NOT THAT HARD, AT LEAST NOT FOR US

#8
Reward Model

RESIDENT ENGAGEMENT

Regulatory risk of economic failure further protects their ability to purchase responsibility and join the broader commercial marketplace.

THE MAINSTREAM-ONLY EQUALITY Act allows public media to reclaim their role in shaping public policy.

#9
Policy
Change

ADVOCACY

Our environment allows us to push for people participatory public decision-making processes, as well as surface decisions that are often hidden behind the mask of self-interest. Our campaign is focused on helping communities improve their quality of life and reduce the cost of healthcare.

THE #1MOMM RESEARCH CENTER

#10
www.1mom.org/CBA
goodness from good

RESEARCH

The #1MOMM campaign is an online digital-first campaign designed to create awareness and support for the movement. We encourage you to get involved and support your cause.

WE'RE BREAKING THE CYCLE!
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www.1mom.org/CBA
goodness from good

RESEARCH

The #1MOMM campaign is an online digital-first campaign designed to create awareness and support for the movement. We encourage you to get involved and support your cause.

WE'RE BREAKING THE CYCLE!